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tutti is a competitive indoor module. it allows planning and
optimisation of three-dimensional indoor scenarios, including
large open spaces, conference rooms and hallways, and small

rooms and spaces in between. tutti works seamlessly with
bluefields and atoll in-building, and can generate multiple

solutions for each floor. gdb2 is the industry-standard gsm-r
testbed. it is used in the entire mobile industry to validate

and improve gsm-r technologies. with gdb2, customers can
perform network planning and optimisation and compare

results with the atoll network. gdb2 is a solution that
optimises the gsm-r network design, performance, and

handover to mobile communications. it enables operators to
standardise gsm-r deployments by comparing simulations to
the atoll network. atoll gemo is a powerful tool that enables

operators to perform geo-r network planning. it uses
simulated and measured propagation data to optimise

network planning. it provides two-dimensional geo modelling
capabilities and works with both umts and lte networks. atoll
radio-planning is a graphical tool that enables operators to

design, optimise, deploy and operate their networks in a very
efficient way. it includes radio-planning features like

modelling of floor plans, which are then used to generate user
scenarios, predict interference, as well as improve the user

experience. atoll contour is a flexible, flexible outdoor
planning and optimisation tool. it works with atoll planning
and simulation tools and is used for rf-network design and
optimisation. atoll contour can be used for both indoor and

outdoor simulations.
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the software tools from atoll are easy to implement, and can
be used by a large number of people in the organization to be
considered, so they are perfect for those who are new to the
world of planning and optimisation, or for those who need to
support projects and campaigns that require several people

to have access to these tools. while the atoll wireless planning
module offers a comprehensive range of features, it is also

quite simple to use and has been designed to work fast.
atoll's tools have been designed with a simple, user-friendly
interface and a number of wizards, which can speed up the

process of planning and optimisation. the tools allow different
levels of user involvement. when the user is less involved, the

module automates the entire process. the user can add
information and test the plan as the process takes place. in
general, the main aim of designing and implementing the
radio network is to use the maximum frequency bands to

allow the maximum number of users to use the network at
the same time. in this regard, atoll is used to analyze, design
and optimize the radio network of 4g lte technology. it can

also analyze and design the radio network in any of the
following ways: in general, atoll forsk is integrated with the
following tools to support the network design, planning and
optimization process: automatic cell planning (acp) energy
usage optimization (euo) equipment installation layout (eil)

radio element and site (rse) voice and data coverage
outdoor/indoor rbs/antenna journey planning oem scenario
definition (sd) a-gw/b-gw country planning calculation of bill

of material calculation of effective capacity coverage
management reporting remote operation simulation
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